
Essential information for designing your 

custom woven labels.

D E S I G N  G U I D E

Woven Labels
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Contents &
 Key Info

A breakdown of the key areas 

covered by our design guide plus 

information regarding minimums and 

lead times.

Minimum Order 
Quantity

Pieces

Sampling
Lead Time

Approximate Working Days

Production 
Lead Time

Approximate Working Days

1,000 14-16 18-21

Damask  .  Satin  .  Taffeta

Custom (Consider Design, Detail & Usage)

Detail  .  Pantone

End Fold  .  Mitre Fold  .  Straight Cut  .  Centre Fold  .  Manhattan Fold  .  Roll Form

Label Quality

Size

Design

Cut & Finish

Woven labels are an essential part of garment branding typically used 

as neck labels for brand identification. The sections below will explain 

the design options that are available to you.  
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Label
Qualities

We offer three qualities of woven 

label, each offering different 

characteristics to allow you to choose 

something to suit your design and 

application.

Damask Satin

Taffeta

Damask woven labels are our most popular quality choice as they

give greater clarity for fine designs and detailed text.

Taffeta woven labels do not offer the level of detail of damask or

the softness of satin but are a lower cost option and are suitable for

bold text and images.

Satin woven labels do not provide the level of detail achieved with

damask labels but offer a smooth, shiny, soft appearance and feel.
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The majority of designs are workable for

woven labels with both text and logo

elements being able to be recreated.

Bolder text and designs tend to work

better but with higher densities, fine

text can be reproduced to a good

standard.

Design

The maximum number of colours we

can produce on a woven label is 12.

Colours can be provided as TPX or C

Pantones and closest matching yarns

are then used.

Extras

Our labels are all custom made so you

can specify the size you require. The

maximum width we can produce is

430mm, while the minimum is 7mm.

The size you choose for your label will

depend on the following:

Design

The complexity and intricacy of your

design will determine what size is

workable to reproduce clearly on your

chosen label quality.

Information

Consider any additional information you

may wish to include on the label such as

garment sizes or wash instructions.

Usage

How you plan to use your labels will also

determine the size they need to be.

Though mostly used as neck labels, they

are also suitable as small size and cuff

tabs or as larger outer branding labels.

Size

Size, Colour
& Design

Being custom made, you can design

your labels to your own requirements,

but there are a number of things to

consider when designing.
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Cut & Fold 
Options

Various cut and fold options are

possible so you can create a label to

suit your application.

UKP

UKP  
UKP

UKP UKP

Label is folded at left and right hand 

side.

End Fold

Ends are folded up and under to create 

a tab.

Mitre Fold

Label is cut and edges are sealed.

Straight Cut

Label is folded in the middle and is 

usually sewn into a seam.

Centre Fold

Label is folded at the top and centre.

Manhattan Fold

Labels are supplied on a continuous roll.

Roll Form



You now have all the tools to get designing your

woven labels, but if you still have any questions, do not

hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing

from you and seeing your designs.

enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to

see other products within our range, visit our website.

www.ukpaccessories.com


